Meeting Minutes

October 16, 2013 / 17:00/ Tbilisi, Georgia
Present: Rusudan Asatiani - President of library association of Georgia
          Irina Samsonadze - Representatator of Ministry of education
                          and Science of Georgia
          Ketevan Ninidze - Director of Literacy Development Center

Meeting agenda - To select the applicants for internship,
                   To discuss readership study brochure issue.

I. Announcements

  Committee members gathered at GPBA office and share their ideas about applicants. One of the member of committee Ketevan Ninidze gave her vote to one of the candidate Giorgi Sabanadze due to his skills in project management, long-term vision, she also took consideration that he represents Georgian National Library.

  Another Committee member Irina Samsonadze mentioned that it is important to encourage the libraries, reading promotion at the local level. She selected two candidates Lena Askurava and Giorgi Sabanadze because of their applications and Backgrounds. All of them represent libraries.

  Rusudan Asatiani suggested candidate of Gvantsa Kopaliani as young motivated person to have a chance to encourage the area of knowledge but the problem is language skills. She mentioned that Giorgi Sabanadze is a great worker, because he knows English language and will participate in the field of readership as he works in the library and has a good experience.

II. Decisions taken
Committee members decided to select short listed candidates from all of them. They take consideration candidates backgrounds - as library representatives. In case of Giorgi Sabanadze, he meets all requirements for internship. To be more objective committee members decide to give chance as Giorgi Sabanadze as Lena Askurava to prove their motivation. Candidates should write one page project idea which will be realized after their arrival from internship.
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